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Models on Parade

Tory - I can finally share something I made at work [Lockheed Martin] with the general public! The model is
totally made from scratch. It measures 4 feet long and is built to a scale of 1/8" = 1' or 1/96. The hull and most
of the deckhouse is made from solid basswood, most everything else is either photo etched brass, resin or 3-D
printed on a Form 3 printer.
https://www.navalnews.com/naval-news/2021/08/lockheed-martin-teams-with-greek-industrials-for-hellenicnavy-modernization-program/
Here is a link to an article on the Greek Frigate model If you scroll all the way down there is a video where they
discuss the features of the ship using the model. Lots of angles and detail images of the model.
I can finally share something I made with people without worrying if I am creating a security breach!

Bob F. - This is Tamiya's Dornier Co335A Pfeil (Arrow). Like most Tamiya kits, it went together very easily.
Little to no fill needed. Built OTB, the only additions to the aircraft are some seat belts. The aircraft power
supply unit and kettenkratrad and figures are from another Tamiya kit. The base is painted MDF.

The aircraft was painted primarily with Vallejo acrylics as were the figures. The tractor and power unit are
mostly painted with Tamiya acrylics.

Bill - The two jets in the same picture are a C-21 and a T-39, both are 1/72 scale. The C-21 is the Mach 2 kit
and the T-39 is the Anigrand resin kit. Both are painted with Tamiya spray white and the rest of the colors are
Model Master.

Bill - The Thunderbird T-38 is the 1/72 scale Hasegawa kit that I bought sometime in 1980 or '81. I had not
planned to build it but while I was painting a lot of white I pulled it out.

There are not many decals with the kit so all of the thunderbird "pattern" had to be masked and painted. The
white is Tamiya spray white with Model Master Insignia Blue and Red. The final model is gloss coated so the
red would be bright and the blue almost black like it looks on the real thing.

John E. “Gasser” from Atlantis Models. It’s a Birthday gift. Finished in Testors, Tamiya and Vallejo paints.
Chrome is Alclad. Flames are pulled Q tip cotton and the dust and smoke base is expandable foam carved
and painted to match the box art. I built a lot of these kits when I was a kid but never had such a great finish,
even if I do say so myself. Clearly the craziest model I’ve built in a very long time. Far out man!

John E. – Back to normality, 1/48 P&W R2800’s L to R, Tamiya P-47D and Academy P-47N, both WIP’s.

John E. – Revell 1/48 F-15E, o.o.b. second one for this year. Built for a friend. Finished with Testors MM
Gunship Gray, MM Metalizers and Vallejo clear coats.

Curtis - 45 minutes of shake & bake and the Mandalorian's Razor Crest is ready for paint. Bandai kit, no scale
given but I've seen people say it's like 1/230ish. Wish it was 1/144th to go with the rest of the Bandai SW
"Vehicle Model" series but I guess "This is the way"

Dennis – HK 1/48 B-17.
Most of interior is done, fuselage closed up and seams smoothed out. For a while I fell into the “photo-etch
rabbit hole” trying to follow several different sets of photo-etch install instructions for the interior - the nose is a
whole other world of detail. I woke up and realized not to go crazy with that stuff b/c most of it won’t be seen
anyway except the nose. To finish up the fuselage requires finishing the pilot, co-pilot, and waist gunners, they
have to go in before the top of the fuselage gets glued on. I’ll add the waist gunner’s machine guns as one of
the last steps. Next is the tail-end section then the wings, engines and related external photo-etch stuff. After
that olive drab / light gray paint then weathering. I’m making a cool base too.

Atlantis Groovy Grader, stylized road grader designed by Tom Daniel's. Former Monogram or Revell molds,
spruced up maybe, and the chrome is a much neater application.

Larry - Airliners on Parade at the Milwaukee International Airport.

John E. - I recently restored a large scale Spirit of St. Louis, 4 foot wingspan. Made mostly of wood, it is heavy.
I had to make a few parts, 3 cylinders, tail struts and a pitot tube. I ended up gluing some large paint chips
back in place. The cylinders were made of resin, copied from one of the original cylinders. It’s back with its
owner now and I’ve gained some space.

The start of making the two part silicone mould for the cylinder.

A tip from Dan - I needed some collar stiffeners for my dress shirts, so I found some online.
These work great and have a perfect edge to them for burnishing!!!!!

A word from Sten, yes, he’s still with us.
Greetings, modeler friends!
I just wanted to let you know that I will celebrate my 25th anniversary of immigrating to USA by leaving the
country for Sweden on 8/15. Now, it's surely not forever, but I may not return until next summer when the
school year is over.
School, you say? Well, purpose is for my daughter Annika to become fluent in Swedish as she's struggling a
little bit with speaking and with the grammar.
I am not sure what I will do myself yet. I'm at an age when I can start collecting Social Security and that may be
an option, or maybe I can find a remote job, or even work in Sweden/EU. Right now it feels like our journey is
out of control, after two years of underemployment we're forced to sell our house and settle for something
smaller, so I guess I am going to have to reduce my stash a little bit on my return to USA. Well, no big loss
since I will probably not be able to complete all models I have even if I complete one a week.
In short, I will not attend our evening sessions for some time, but I will be reading your reports and news letter,
etc.
Happy modelling and see you again soon!
Sten
And this is the shop that Stens old partner owns.

A local hobby shop that Sten had visited.

Yes, a bit smaller but cozy and reminds me of
A.I.R. Hobbies.

MosquitoCon went on as scheduled. I didn’t go but
we have a ton of photos from someone who did
and they’re posted on our FaceBook page.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/2786325788707
43/media
Here are a couple overall shots.
Photos by Alan Kalb.

The USS New Jersey show happened too.
Photos by Glenn Thorn

